COBWEB SPINNER INSTRUCTIONS
1. THE SUPPLIED COBWEB SPINNER USES CENTRIFCAL FORCE TO “THROW’ A WEB
FROM THE COBWEB GUN. THE GUN MUST BE USED IN CONJUCTION WITH A
BATTERY OR 240V ELECTRIC HAND DRILL TO SUPPLY THIS MOTIVE FORCE.
(picture for reference only – not supplied with drill gun).

WARNING: Cobweb Fluid is flammable when it spins out so don’t spray on an open flame.
INSTRUCTIONS
* Undo the retaining nuts on the top of the spinner.
* Remove the cobweb spinner lid and place a small amount of cobweb fluid in the container.
* Reinstall the lid and retaining nut leaving a small gap (approx. 1-2mm) between the lid and the
fluid body.
* Fit the cobweb gun into the drill and set the drill to drive the cobweb spinner in a clockwise
direction (pushing air forward from the back to the front of the spinner)
NB. It is a condition of hire that all persons hiring this machine do so at their own risk. Texas Productions Pty Limited,
The Hell Team and their employees are absolved from liability for damage to the hirer and associated production
personnel, property and equipment, no matter whether for negligence or any other basis and no matter whether such
injury or damage be foreseeable or howsoever such injury or damage be caused. Any damage to the machine and
subsequent loss of income, is payable in full by the hirer.

* Test the webs on a throw away surface. You may need to adjust the gap size and drill speed
to achieve the desired effect. (never more than 1000rpm needed)
Laying down a few strands of Dacron or fishing line may help “start” the web structure, and also
blowing some dust (KCB or similar) on the webs after they are laid down will also help them stand
out visually.
Once the Web sets, (the solvent evaporates in around 10 minutes). For thinner webbing, You
could mix a 1:1 ratio of Cobweb Fluid and Thinners.
After the Web fully drys (about 10 min.), you can lighten the webs up with spray paint. Grey primer
looks very good or you can use a lighter tan color. You can also use baby powder or dust (KCB or
Fullers Earth etc) if you want realistic, dusty looking webs.
PLEASE REMEMBER THIS PRODUCES A WEB STREAM THAT CANNOT BE REMOVED
FROM SOME SURFACES. PLEASE TEST WEBS FIRST FOR SUITABILITY OF USE ON YOUR
SURFACES, PROPS, WARDROBE ETC.
Do not use on fabric or hair as the Web will be very difficult to get off. If in doubt use Dacron fibres
only.

Please clean the spinner after use with thinners, and before returning to Texas. It is SO
much easier to clean when the fluid has not set in the container. We WILL charge a cleaning
fee if the spinner is returned containing web fluid.
To clean the cylinder after use, use mineral spirits or Thinners, Let stand in the cylinder for
about 30 seconds with the lid on, then spin the remaining cleaner out the same way you used for
webs and or rub off the remaining rubbery fluid with a rag.

NB. It is a condition of hire that all persons hiring this machine do so at their own risk. Texas Productions Pty Limited,
The Hell Team and their employees are absolved from liability for damage to the hirer and associated production
personnel, property and equipment, no matter whether for negligence or any other basis and no matter whether such
injury or damage be foreseeable or howsoever such injury or damage be caused. Any damage to the machine and
subsequent loss of income, is payable in full by the hirer.

